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SETTLE & CARLISLE ‘MIXED MOTOR’ SCENARIO PACK 

 

HOW TO INSTALL & UNINSTALL    

Installation instructions: -    

• Extract the Zipped folder named ‘[G.G.S.] S&C ‘Mixed Motor’ MAIN/FREE 

Scenario Pack.zip’ to a safe location such as the desktop.   

• Double click on ‘Settle & Carlisle ‘Mixed Motor’ MAIN/FREE Pack .exe’ and  

follow the on-screen instructions. 

  

To Remove: -   

• Go to your Control Panel or locate your RailWorks directory. By default, 

this would be at  

C:\Program Files(x86)\Steam\steamapps\common\RailWorks 

Double click the Uninstall Settle & Carlisle 'Mixed Motor' Main/Free Pack 

‘.exe’ and follow the on-screen instructions. 
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SCENARIO NOTES 

• You must only use ‘TAB’ when told to do so.  

• Although most services are based on true to life services, some are still 

fictional to add to the enjoyment of the scenario.  

• Although saving often is always recommended, there is a high chance that 

when returning to a scenario from a save it will give erratic and false 

scenario behaviour. Therefore, it is actually recommended you DO NOT 

use SAVE > RESUME unless the scenario requires you to do so, in which 

case it will tell you.  

• You should always exit TS before running another scenario.  

• Some scenarios maybe demanding on your computer so you may need to 

turn down your graphic settings. 

• As with real life there will be parts where you require patience and parts 

where things will seem tight.   

• We can only use assets that are available therefore some trains may not 

be true to life 100%. 

• You MUST have ALL of the required DLC installed as any missing or 

swapped items will likely make the scenarios unplayable due to being 

heavily scripted. 
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GOLDEN GOLDSMITH SCENARIOS –MODERN ERA–  

IMPORTANT INFORMATION  

 

Golden Goldsmith Scenarios ‘MODERN’ scenarios try to recreate the feel of being 

a real modern-day train driver. You will likely be driving for certain companies 

and carry out their services and tasks.   

 

Every train will be based on those areas real timetabled services if possible.   

 

Every ‘Golden Goldsmith Scenarios’ modern scenario is designed for cab view 

unless stated otherwise.    

 

If you wish to have the scenario(s) function as it was designed to function then 

you MUST NOT do the following unless stated otherwise: -  

 

• Click on ANY other Locomotive/Train.   

• Change any points/switches.   

• Hack/Mod/Alter the scenario.   

• Swap any stock. 

 

We hope you enjoy many hours of driving getting your complete money’s worth.  
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Thank you 

 

Dovetail Games for creating such an amazing product in Train Simulator 20xx.  

Graham for always providing so much feedback. 

Jay Hickman. 

All beta testers Johnny, Tom, Alan. 

Kevin Wilson for streaming. 

Steam Sounds Supreme for allowing us to list DLC and including some items. 

Vulcan Productions for allowing us to include some assets. 

Backdated Trainsim for allowing us to include some assets. 

BH Reskins (Brad Harding) for allowing us to include your work. 

Horgy (James Horgan) for allowing us to include your work. 

RailWorks Repaints for allowing us to include so many of your assets.  

Armstrong Powerhouse permission to list DLC. 

Just Trains  permission to list DLC. 

Waggonz for allowing us to list assets via UKTS. 

Kevin Newbouy for allowing us to list assets via UKTS. 

Richard Fletcher for allowing us to list assets via DP Simulation.  

ClickTeam for providing the installer. 

http://www.justtrains.net/
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“IMPORTANT NOTICE.  This is user generated content designed for use with 

Dovetail Games Software. 

Dovetail Games does not approve or endorse this user generated content and 

does not accept any liability or responsibility regarding it. 

This user generated content has not been screened or tested by Dovetail 

Games.  Accordingly, it may adversely affect your use of Dovetail Games’ 

products. 

If you install this user generated content and it infringes the rules regarding 

user-generated content, Dovetail Games may choose to discontinue any 

support for that product which they may otherwise have provided. 

The Dovetail Games EULA sets out in detail how user generated content may be 

used, which you can review further here: www.dovetailgames.com/terms. 

In particular, this user generated content includes work which remains the 

intellectual property of Dovetail Games and which may not be rented, leased, 

sub-licensed, modified, adapted, copied, reproduced or redistributed without 

the permission of Dovetail Games.” 

 

 

NOTE/DISCLAIMER   

DO NOT redistribute, share, re upload, copy, sell or host this scenario pack and 

its content or ANY scenario(s) and their content associated with ‘Golden 

Goldsmith Scenarios’. Golden Goldsmith Scenarios do not accept any 

responsibility for any damage to your installation or your computer. It is up to 

you to make sure you back up your computer and you install/uninstall this file 

and all related files at your own risk.  

 

 

 

© Golden Goldsmith Scenarios. 


